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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1. DEFINITIONS
1.

"The Company" - means S Murray & Co Limited.

2.

"The Customer" - means the customer of the company.

3. "The Contract" - means any contract for the sale of
goods by the company to the customer.

7. The company shall be entitled to maintain an action
against the customer for the price of the goods notwithstanding that property in them has not passed to the
customer.

7. DELIVERY; RISK; PERFORMANCE

4. "The goods" - means goods of any description forming the subject matter of this contract including, parts,
components and ingredients of any materials incorporated
into the goods.

1. Goods are delivered to the customer when the company makes them available to the customer or any agents
of the customer or any carrier (who shall be the customer's
agent whoever pays his charges) at the company's premises or other delivery point agreed in writing by the company.

2. QUOTATIONS

2. Risk in the goods passes when they are delivered to
the customer as aforesaid.

Quotations by the company unless otherwise stated in
terms or otherwise agreed by the company in writing shall
be open for acceptance within 30 days of the date of the
quotation.

3. The company may deliver goods by instalments in any
sequence.

3. EXISTENCE OF CONTRACT
1. No contracts shall come into existence until the customer's order (whether placed pursuant to a quotation or
otherwise) is accepted by the earliest of:
(a)
(b)
(c)

the company's written acceptance;
delivery of the goods;
delivery of the company's invoice.

2. These conditions shall be incorporated in the contract
to the exclusion of any terms and/or conditions stipulated
or referred to by the customer.
3. No variations or amendments of this contract or these
terms and conditions shall be binding on the company
unless confirmed by it in writing.
4. The customer hereby agrees that no reliance will be
placed upon any written or oral statements or representation made by the company its servants or agents which is
not enclosed or contained in the company's quotation or
acknowledgement of order or which is not reduced into
writing by the customer and acknowledged in writing by the
company before the contract comes into existence in
accordance with sub-paragraph 3.1 above.

4. PRICES
1. Prices are ex-works and exclude freight, insurance and
delivery charges; and further exclude Value Added Tax and
all other taxes or duties whatsoever.
2. The company shall have the right to increase its prices
to the customer to account for any alteration in the cost of
materials, parts, or labour or to account for any changes in
work or delivery schedules or quantities, or to account for
increases in the company's costs of any kind arising for any
reason after the date of the contract.
3. The company shall not increase the price of any goods
which are the subject matter of an invoice already delivered
by the company to the customer.

5. PAYMENT
1.
All invoices are payable without discount of any kind
in pounds sterling on the last day of the month following the
date on the company's invoices at the premises stated on
the invoice as being the company's premises.
2. In no circumstances whatsoever shall the customer be
entitled to make any deduction or claim any set-off or withhold payment on any invoice for any reason at all.
3. Time for payment shall be of the essence of the
contract. The customer may be required to pay to the
company interest on any overdue amount from the dates
the payment was due to that on which it is made (whether
before or after judgement) on a daily basis at the rate of 4%
per annum over the base rate from time to time quoted by
National Westminster Bank Plc and the customer shall
reimburse to the company all costs and expenses (including legal costs) incurred in the collection of any overdue
amount.

6. TITLE
1. Property in the goods shall remain with the company
and shall not pass to the customer (notwithstanding the
earlier passing of risk) until the price of the goods has
become due and has been paid by the customer in full.
2. Until property passes to the customer upon payment
for the goods the customer shall hold the goods as bailee
for the company and shall store or mark them so that they
can at all times be identified as the property of the
company.
3. The company shall be entitled at any time before
property passes to the customer to repossess all or any of
the goods and/or use or sell them (without any liability to
the customer), and so terminate the customer's right to
use, sell or otherwise deal with them as the company's
bailee’s.
4. For the purposes set out in sub-paragraph 6.3 above
or for the purposes of determining what goods are held by
the customer and inspecting them; the company or its
authorised agents may at any time enter and remain upon
any premises of the customer.
5. The company shall be entitled at any time before
property passes to the customer whether or not payment
for the goods is due require the customer forthwith to
return the goods to the company (at the customer's
expense) to any address the company may reasonably
specify.
6. Until property passes the entire proceeds of sale of
the goods shall be held in trust for the company and shall
not be mixed with other monies or paid into any overdrawn
bank account ant shall be at all times identifiable as the
proceeds of sale.

4. No default or failure by the company in respect of any
use or more installments shall vitiate the contract in respect
of goods already delivered to the customer, or yet to be
delivered to the customer and where the goods are delivered by installments each instalment shall be deemed to be
the subject of a separate contract.
5. The company may deliver and the customer shall
accept in satisfaction of the contract a lesser quantity than
the quantity of goods ordered.
6. Any dates quoted by the company or specified by the
customer for the delivery of the goods are deemed to be
approximate only and shall not form part of the contract
and the customer acknowledges that in the performance
expected of the company no regard has been paid to any
quoted delivery dates.
7.

Time for delivery is not of the essence of the contract.

8. If the customer fails to take delivery of the goods or
any part of them on the date they are made available and
or fails to provide written instructions or any documents
licences consents or authorisations required to enable the
goods to be delivered the company shall be entitled to
store or arrange for the storage of the goods, and the risk
in the goods shall pass to the customer delivery shall be
deemed to have taken place and the customer shall pay to
the company all costs and expenses including storage and
insurance charges arising from its failure.
9. The company shall not be liable for any penalty loss
injury or damage or expense arising from any delay or failure in delivery or performance from any cause whatsoever
nor shall any such delay or failure entitle the customer to
refuse to accept any delivery or performance of or to repudiate or terminate the contract.

8. CLAIMS NOTIFICATION
1. Any claim for non-delivery of any goods in the United
Kingdom shall be notified by the customer to the company
within 14 days of the date on the company's invoice.
2. Any claims that the goods have been delivered damaged or are not of the correct quantity or do not comply
with the description in the contract shall be notified by the
customer to the Company within seven days of their delivery or deemed delivery.

from the Company's negligence) for any loss or damage of
any nature arising from any breach of any express or
implied warranty or condition of the contract or any negligence breach of statutory or other duty on the part of the
Company or in any other way out of or in connection with
the performance or purported performance of or failure to
perform the contract except in accordance with this
condition.
2. If the customer establishes that goods have not been
delivered or have been delivered damaged or are not of the
correct quantity or do not comply with their description or
are defective, the Company shall at its option replace with
similar goods any goods which are missing, lost or damaged or do not comply with their description or are defective or allow the customer credit for their invoice value or
refund to the customer the invoice price of any such goods.
3. If the Company is liable in accordance with this condition in respect of only some goods the contract shall remain
in full force and effect in respect of the other goods in the
contract.
4. The Company shall not be liable in any circumstances
whatsoever for goods which are lost or damaged in transit
and all claims shall be made against the carrier.
5. There are no circumstances in which the liability of the
Company to the customer under this condition shall exceed
the invoice value of the goods.

11. GENERAL
1. If the customer fails to make any payment or otherwise
defaults in any of its obligations under the contract or any
other contract or agreement with the Company or becomes
insolvent, has a receiver appointed or is wound up (voluntarily or compulsorily) or the Company bona fide believes
that any such event may occur; then the Company may
suspend or terminate the supply of any goods and shall be
entitled to forfeit any monies already paid.
2. The contract and its subject matter are confidential
and shall not be disclosed or used for any unauthorised
purpose.
3. The contract cannot be cancelled without the written
agreement of the Company and upon payment by the customer to the Company of 25% of the total contract price, or
such other sum expressly agreed in writing by the
Company.
4. The contract shall be governed by the English Law and
the customer consents to the exclusive jurisdiction of the
English Courts in matters regarding the contract except to
the extent that the Company invokes the jurisdiction of the
Courts of any other country.
5. Any notice to be given under this contract shall be in
writing and telexed or sent by facsimile transmission or forwarded by recorded delivery post to the receiving party at
its business address or last known business address and
shall be deemed to have been given on the date of the telex
or facsimile transmission or on the day following that on
which the notice was posted.

12. FORCE MAJEURE

3. Any alleged defect in the goods shall be notified by the
customer to the Company within seven days of delivery or
in the case of any defect which is not reasonably apparent
on inspection within seven days of the defect coming to the
customer's attention.

The Company shall not be liable for any failure in the performance of any of its obligations under the contract
caused by factors outside its control.

4. Any claim under this condition must be in writing and
must contain full details of the claim including any details
required by the Company to identify the goods.

1. For the avoidance of doubt all the above terms and
conditions apply to orders from customers outside the
United Kingdom as well as those from within the United
Kingdom.

5. The Company shall be afforded a reasonable opportunity and facilities to investigate any claims under this condition and the customer shall if so requested in writing by
the Company promptly return any goods the subject of any
claim and any packing securely packed and carriage paid
to the Company for examination.
6. The Company shall have no liability with regard to any
claim in respect of which the customer has not complied
with the provisions of this condition.

9. SCOPE OF CONTRACT
1. Under no circumstances whatsoever shall the
Company have any liability of whatever kind for:
(a) any defects resulting from wear and tear accident or
improper use or storage after delivery;
(b)

any goods which have been altered after delivery;

(c) the suitability of any goods for any particular purpose or use
under specific conditions whether or not those purposes or conditions were known or communicated to the Company.

2. Under no circumstances whatsoever shall the
Company have any liability of whatever kind for any:
(a) descriptions, illustrations, specifications, figures as to performance, drawings and particulars of weights and dimensions
submitted by the Company contained in the Company's catalogues, price lists or elsewhere since they are merely intended to
project a general idea of the goods and not to form part of the
contract or be treated as representations;
(b) technical information recommendations, statements or
advice furnished by the Company its servants or Agents;
(c) any variations in the quantities or dimensions of any goods
or changes in their specifications or substitution of any materials
if the variation or substitution does not materially affect the characteristics of the goods and the substituted materials are of a
quality equal or superior to those originally specified.

10. EXTENT LIABILITY
1. The Company shall have no liability to the customer
(other than liability for death or personal injury resulting

13. EXPORTS

2. The provisions of this condition apply to customers
from outside the United Kingdom in addition to the remaining conditions but if any inconsistency arises between this
condition and any others, for customers from outside the
United Kingdom the provisions of this condition shall
prevail.
3. Orders from customers outside the United Kingdom
must be covered by an irrevocable letter of credit to cover
the purchase price and any other additional costs and
charges whatsoever, confirmed by a London clearing Bank
unless other arrangements have been made and agreed
between the Company and the customer in writing.
4. The Company's prices do not include F.O.B. charges
or any delivery charges to docks, airports or otherwise to
the customer's order.
5. Any obligation on the Company to carry or arrange for
the carriage of any goods to any points outside the
Company's premises must be agreed with the Company in
writing, will be entirely at the customer's expense and will
be invoiced to the customer by the Company separately
and at cost price.
6. Insurance is only effected on the customer's specific
instructions and to the customer's specific requirements,
notified to the Company in writing, and entirely at the customer's expense. However, the Company is under no obligation to accept any instructions to effect any Insurance
cover.
7. The notification periods specified in clause 8 shall be
extended in each case by seven days for customers from
outside the United Kingdom.
8. Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Company
before the contract is made it is the responsibility of the
customer to make provision for the delivery of goods outside the Company's premises and to provide all necessary
instructions, documents, licences, consents, authorisations, permissions and insurance required for the acceptance of the goods from the Company on the due date.

HOLLOWARE
S Murray holloware is manufactured from grade 304
(18/4) stainless steel, in accordance with the
specifications of ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 13485:2003.

With a smooth, polished finish as standard, the
S Murray holloware range is easy to clean, durable
and scratch resistant, with excellent hygienic
qualities to help reduce the risk of infection.
Volume conversion table:
1 fl oz = 28.4ml 1 pint = 568ml 1 litre = 1.76pint
Note: capacities shown against items are approximate

Bed Pan
stainless steel, size,

length x width x depth

2268/05

child

305mm x 235mm x 50mm

2268/10

adult

355mm x 290mm x 50mm

2268/50

lid for adult bed pan, 300mm x 165mm

Dressing Jar
stainless steel, diameter x depth
2269/05

90mm

2269/10

102mm x 80mm

2269/15

102mm x 130mm

2269/20

124mm x 130mm

2269/25

124mm x 165mm

2269/30

180mm x 180mm

x 110mm

Forceps Jar
stainless steel, diameter x height
2270/05

65mm

x 100mm

2270/10

82mm

x 125mm

2270/15

105mm x 170mm

HOLLOWARE
Gallipot
stainless steel, capacity,
2273/05
2273/10
2273/15
2273/20

diameter x depth

57ml
114ml
170ml
284ml

65mm
77mm
83mm
95mm

x
x
x
x

35mm
45mm
50mm
55mm

Instrument Tray
stainless steel, length x
2275/05
2275/10
2275/15
2275/20
2275/25
2275/30

230mm
310mm
325mm
320mm
530mm
320mm

x
x
x
x
x
x

width x depth
130mm
196mm
175mm
260mm
320mm
260mm

x
x
x
x
x
x

50mm
50mm
65mm
65mm
65mm
100mm

Instrument Tray Lid
stainless steel, length x
2275/06
2275/11
2275/16
2275/21
2275/26

230mm
310mm
325mm
320mm
530mm

x
x
x
x
x

width
130mm
196mm
175mm
260mm
320mm

Instrument Tray and Lid – Catheter
stainless steel, length x
2276/05
2276/10
2276/15

width

x depth

219mm x 81mm x 35mm
320mm x 95mm x 50mm
440mm x 115mm x 50mm

Jug, Graduated
stainless steel, capacity,
2278/05
2278/10
2278/15

300ml
500ml
1000ml

diameter x

depth

85mm x 110mm
95mm x 125mm
120mm x 135mm

HOLLOWARE
Kidney Dish
stainless steel, length x width x depth
2281/05

172mm x 95mm x 34mm

2281/10

208mm x 96mm x 40mm

2281/15

255mm x 115mm x 45mm

2281/20

310mm x 150mm x 60mm

Lotion Bowl
stainless steel, capacity,
2285/05
2285/10
2285/15
2285/20
2285/25
2285/30

300ml
500ml
1000ml
2000ml
4000ml
7000ml

diameter x
108mm
145mm
174mm
224mm
275mm
328mm

Sputum Mug
stainless steel, diameter x height
2288/05

100mm x 65mm

Thermometer Jar
stainless steel, diameter x height
2291/05

27mm

x 102mm

x
x
x
x
x
x

depth
50mm
55mm
65mm
88mm
110mm
130mm

HOLLOWARE
Urinal – Male, Horizontal
stainless steel, diameter x height
2293/05

110mm x 230mm

Urinal – Female
stainless steel, length x width x depth
2294/05

145mm x 125mm x 216mm

Vomit Bowl and Lid
stainless steel, diameter x height
2295/05

157mm x 50mm

Wash Bowl
stainless steel, capacity,
2296/05
2296/10

4000ml
7000ml

diameter x

depth

305mm x 110mm
355mm x 115mm

INSTRUCTIONS FOR RE-PROCESSING REUSABLE DEVICES
The following instructions are for all reusable medical devices shown in this catalogue, unless stated otherwise with the packaging of the
product. These instructions are intended for use only by persons with the required specialist knowledge and training.

WARNINGS

Cleaning: Inspection

•

Follow instructions and warnings as issued by manufacturers of any
decontaminents, disinfectants and cleaning agents used. Wherever
possible avoid use of mineral acids and harsh, abrasive agents.

•

After cleaning, check all surfaces, cannulations, holes and lumens for
complete removal of soil.

•

•

No part of the process shall exceed 140°C.

If any soil is still visible, return the instrument for repeat
decontamination.

•

Aluminium based products are damaged by high alkaline solutions
(pH >10).

•

Devices with long, narrow cannula, hinges and blind holes require
particular attention during cleaning.

Limitations on Reprocessing

Note: automated cleaning may not be suitable for all lumens and
cannulae, in which case clean manually with an appropriate brush
(and stilette if provided) that reaches the depth of the feature.

Maintenance
•

Apply surgical grade lubrication oil to hinges, joints and moving parts
as per the lubrication oil manufacturer’s instructions.

•

Repeated processing has minimal effect on these instruments.

•

End of life is normally determined by wear and damage in use.

Inspection and Function Testing

•

Any specific limitations on the number of reprocessing cycles shall be
made available with the instrument.

•

Visually inspect and check:- all instruments for damage and wear
- cutting edges are free of nicks and present a continuous edge
- jaws and teeth align correctly
- all articulated instruments have a smooth movement without
excess play
- locking mechanisms (such as ratchets) fasten securely and
close easily
- long, slender instruments are not distorted
- any component parts fit and assemble correctly with mating
components.

•

Remove for repair or replacement any blunt, worn out, flaking,
fractured or damaged instruments.

INSTRUCTIONS
From Point of Use
•

If possible, soiled instruments should be placed in a holding solution
(combined disinfectant / enzyme solution) immediately after use and
prior to cleaning, avoiding the use of bleach-based solutions.
Note: this process is not suitable for aluminium instruments.

Preparation for Decontamination
•

Disassemble where intended by trained staff only, without the use of
tools unless specifically provided by the manufacturer.

•

Reprocess all instruments as soon as it is reasonably practical
following use.

Note: if an instrument is returned to the manufacturer / supplier, the
instrument must be decontaminated and sterilised and be
accompanied with the relevant documented evidence.

Packaging
•

Cleaning: Automated
•

Use only either CE marked or validated washer-disinfector machines
and cleaning agents, following the manufacturers’ instructions for
use, warnings and recommended cycles.*

•

Load instruments carefully, with any box joints and hinges open and
so that any fenestrations in instruments can drain.

•

Place heavy instruments with care in the bottom of containers.

•

Place instruments with concave surfaces (e.g. curettes) facing down to
prevent pooling of water.

Sterilisation
•

Either CE marked or validated vacuum autoclave operating at 134137°C 2.25 bar for a minimum holding time of 3 minutes - always
following the instructions of the machine manufacturer.

•

When sterilising multiple instruments in one autoclave cycle, ensure
that the steriliser manufacturer’s stated maximum load is not
exceeded.

•

Ensure instruments are dry before sterilisation. If the instruments
cannot be dried prior to sterilisation, then use distilled/de-ionised
water in the final-rinse stage of cleaning.

Cleaning: Manual
•

Manual cleaning is not advised if an automatic washer-disinfector is
available. If this equipment is not available, use the following
process: -

Storage
•

One: Using a sink dedicated for instrument cleaning (not used for
hand washing), rinse excess soil from instrument (water temp <35°C).
Two: Keeping the instrument submerged in the water, with a brush,
apply CE marked cleaning solution to all surfaces. Pay particular
attention to serrations, teeth, ratchets and hinges, always brushing
away from the body. Ensure rongeurs and hinged instruments are
thoroughly cleaned in both open and closed positions.
Three: Rinse instruments thoroughly with clean water, so that the
water reaches all parts of the instrument, then carefully hand dry or
use an industrial drying cabinet.
Note: when manual cleaning is used it may not be possible to
disinfect the device prior to further handling.

All instruments to be packed following local protocol in accordance
to BS standards.

Ensure instruments are dry before storage, and stored in dry, clean
conditions at an ambient room temperature and away from direct
sunlight.

Additional Information
•

Other forms of cleaning (ultrasonic, alkaline and neutral) and
sterilisation (Low Temperature Steam, Formaldehyde, Ethyleneoxide
and Gas Plasma) are available. However, always follow the
instructions for use as issued by the manufacturer and always consult
with them if in any doubt over the suitability of any process used.

* Follow cleaning and sterilisation guidelines as per HTM 2010 and
HTM 2030.

It is the responsibility of the reprocessor to ensure that the reprocessing as actually performed using equipment, materials and personnel in the reprocessing
facility achieve the desired result. This requires validation and routine monitoring of the process. Likewise any deviation by the reprocessor from the
instructions provided must be properly evaluated for effectiveness and potential adverse consequences.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1. DEFINITIONS
1.

"The Company" - means S Murray & Co Limited.

2.

"The Customer" - means the customer of the company.

3. "The Contract" - means any contract for the sale of
goods by the company to the customer.

7. The company shall be entitled to maintain an action
against the customer for the price of the goods notwithstanding that property in them has not passed to the
customer.

7. DELIVERY; RISK; PERFORMANCE

4. "The goods" - means goods of any description forming the subject matter of this contract including, parts,
components and ingredients of any materials incorporated
into the goods.

1. Goods are delivered to the customer when the company makes them available to the customer or any agents
of the customer or any carrier (who shall be the customer's
agent whoever pays his charges) at the company's premises or other delivery point agreed in writing by the company.

2. QUOTATIONS

2. Risk in the goods passes when they are delivered to
the customer as aforesaid.

Quotations by the company unless otherwise stated in
terms or otherwise agreed by the company in writing shall
be open for acceptance within 30 days of the date of the
quotation.

3. The company may deliver goods by instalments in any
sequence.

3. EXISTENCE OF CONTRACT
1. No contracts shall come into existence until the customer's order (whether placed pursuant to a quotation or
otherwise) is accepted by the earliest of:
(a)
(b)
(c)

the company's written acceptance;
delivery of the goods;
delivery of the company's invoice.

2. These conditions shall be incorporated in the contract
to the exclusion of any terms and/or conditions stipulated
or referred to by the customer.
3. No variations or amendments of this contract or these
terms and conditions shall be binding on the company
unless confirmed by it in writing.
4. The customer hereby agrees that no reliance will be
placed upon any written or oral statements or representation made by the company its servants or agents which is
not enclosed or contained in the company's quotation or
acknowledgement of order or which is not reduced into
writing by the customer and acknowledged in writing by the
company before the contract comes into existence in
accordance with sub-paragraph 3.1 above.

4. PRICES
1. Prices are ex-works and exclude freight, insurance and
delivery charges; and further exclude Value Added Tax and
all other taxes or duties whatsoever.
2. The company shall have the right to increase its prices
to the customer to account for any alteration in the cost of
materials, parts, or labour or to account for any changes in
work or delivery schedules or quantities, or to account for
increases in the company's costs of any kind arising for any
reason after the date of the contract.
3. The company shall not increase the price of any goods
which are the subject matter of an invoice already delivered
by the company to the customer.

5. PAYMENT
1.
All invoices are payable without discount of any kind
in pounds sterling on the last day of the month following the
date on the company's invoices at the premises stated on
the invoice as being the company's premises.
2. In no circumstances whatsoever shall the customer be
entitled to make any deduction or claim any set-off or withhold payment on any invoice for any reason at all.
3. Time for payment shall be of the essence of the
contract. The customer may be required to pay to the
company interest on any overdue amount from the dates
the payment was due to that on which it is made (whether
before or after judgement) on a daily basis at the rate of 4%
per annum over the base rate from time to time quoted by
National Westminster Bank Plc and the customer shall
reimburse to the company all costs and expenses (including legal costs) incurred in the collection of any overdue
amount.

6. TITLE
1. Property in the goods shall remain with the company
and shall not pass to the customer (notwithstanding the
earlier passing of risk) until the price of the goods has
become due and has been paid by the customer in full.
2. Until property passes to the customer upon payment
for the goods the customer shall hold the goods as bailee
for the company and shall store or mark them so that they
can at all times be identified as the property of the
company.
3. The company shall be entitled at any time before
property passes to the customer to repossess all or any of
the goods and/or use or sell them (without any liability to
the customer), and so terminate the customer's right to
use, sell or otherwise deal with them as the company's
bailee’s.
4. For the purposes set out in sub-paragraph 6.3 above
or for the purposes of determining what goods are held by
the customer and inspecting them; the company or its
authorised agents may at any time enter and remain upon
any premises of the customer.
5. The company shall be entitled at any time before
property passes to the customer whether or not payment
for the goods is due require the customer forthwith to
return the goods to the company (at the customer's
expense) to any address the company may reasonably
specify.
6. Until property passes the entire proceeds of sale of
the goods shall be held in trust for the company and shall
not be mixed with other monies or paid into any overdrawn
bank account ant shall be at all times identifiable as the
proceeds of sale.

4. No default or failure by the company in respect of any
use or more installments shall vitiate the contract in respect
of goods already delivered to the customer, or yet to be
delivered to the customer and where the goods are delivered by installments each instalment shall be deemed to be
the subject of a separate contract.
5. The company may deliver and the customer shall
accept in satisfaction of the contract a lesser quantity than
the quantity of goods ordered.
6. Any dates quoted by the company or specified by the
customer for the delivery of the goods are deemed to be
approximate only and shall not form part of the contract
and the customer acknowledges that in the performance
expected of the company no regard has been paid to any
quoted delivery dates.
7.

Time for delivery is not of the essence of the contract.

8. If the customer fails to take delivery of the goods or
any part of them on the date they are made available and
or fails to provide written instructions or any documents
licences consents or authorisations required to enable the
goods to be delivered the company shall be entitled to
store or arrange for the storage of the goods, and the risk
in the goods shall pass to the customer delivery shall be
deemed to have taken place and the customer shall pay to
the company all costs and expenses including storage and
insurance charges arising from its failure.
9. The company shall not be liable for any penalty loss
injury or damage or expense arising from any delay or failure in delivery or performance from any cause whatsoever
nor shall any such delay or failure entitle the customer to
refuse to accept any delivery or performance of or to repudiate or terminate the contract.

8. CLAIMS NOTIFICATION
1. Any claim for non-delivery of any goods in the United
Kingdom shall be notified by the customer to the company
within 14 days of the date on the company's invoice.
2. Any claims that the goods have been delivered damaged or are not of the correct quantity or do not comply
with the description in the contract shall be notified by the
customer to the Company within seven days of their delivery or deemed delivery.

from the Company's negligence) for any loss or damage of
any nature arising from any breach of any express or
implied warranty or condition of the contract or any negligence breach of statutory or other duty on the part of the
Company or in any other way out of or in connection with
the performance or purported performance of or failure to
perform the contract except in accordance with this
condition.
2. If the customer establishes that goods have not been
delivered or have been delivered damaged or are not of the
correct quantity or do not comply with their description or
are defective, the Company shall at its option replace with
similar goods any goods which are missing, lost or damaged or do not comply with their description or are defective or allow the customer credit for their invoice value or
refund to the customer the invoice price of any such goods.
3. If the Company is liable in accordance with this condition in respect of only some goods the contract shall remain
in full force and effect in respect of the other goods in the
contract.
4. The Company shall not be liable in any circumstances
whatsoever for goods which are lost or damaged in transit
and all claims shall be made against the carrier.
5. There are no circumstances in which the liability of the
Company to the customer under this condition shall exceed
the invoice value of the goods.

11. GENERAL
1. If the customer fails to make any payment or otherwise
defaults in any of its obligations under the contract or any
other contract or agreement with the Company or becomes
insolvent, has a receiver appointed or is wound up (voluntarily or compulsorily) or the Company bona fide believes
that any such event may occur; then the Company may
suspend or terminate the supply of any goods and shall be
entitled to forfeit any monies already paid.
2. The contract and its subject matter are confidential
and shall not be disclosed or used for any unauthorised
purpose.
3. The contract cannot be cancelled without the written
agreement of the Company and upon payment by the customer to the Company of 25% of the total contract price, or
such other sum expressly agreed in writing by the
Company.
4. The contract shall be governed by the English Law and
the customer consents to the exclusive jurisdiction of the
English Courts in matters regarding the contract except to
the extent that the Company invokes the jurisdiction of the
Courts of any other country.
5. Any notice to be given under this contract shall be in
writing and telexed or sent by facsimile transmission or forwarded by recorded delivery post to the receiving party at
its business address or last known business address and
shall be deemed to have been given on the date of the telex
or facsimile transmission or on the day following that on
which the notice was posted.

12. FORCE MAJEURE

3. Any alleged defect in the goods shall be notified by the
customer to the Company within seven days of delivery or
in the case of any defect which is not reasonably apparent
on inspection within seven days of the defect coming to the
customer's attention.

The Company shall not be liable for any failure in the performance of any of its obligations under the contract
caused by factors outside its control.

4. Any claim under this condition must be in writing and
must contain full details of the claim including any details
required by the Company to identify the goods.

1. For the avoidance of doubt all the above terms and
conditions apply to orders from customers outside the
United Kingdom as well as those from within the United
Kingdom.

5. The Company shall be afforded a reasonable opportunity and facilities to investigate any claims under this condition and the customer shall if so requested in writing by
the Company promptly return any goods the subject of any
claim and any packing securely packed and carriage paid
to the Company for examination.
6. The Company shall have no liability with regard to any
claim in respect of which the customer has not complied
with the provisions of this condition.

9. SCOPE OF CONTRACT
1. Under no circumstances whatsoever shall the
Company have any liability of whatever kind for:
(a) any defects resulting from wear and tear accident or
improper use or storage after delivery;
(b)

any goods which have been altered after delivery;

(c) the suitability of any goods for any particular purpose or use
under specific conditions whether or not those purposes or conditions were known or communicated to the Company.

2. Under no circumstances whatsoever shall the
Company have any liability of whatever kind for any:
(a) descriptions, illustrations, specifications, figures as to performance, drawings and particulars of weights and dimensions
submitted by the Company contained in the Company's catalogues, price lists or elsewhere since they are merely intended to
project a general idea of the goods and not to form part of the
contract or be treated as representations;
(b) technical information recommendations, statements or
advice furnished by the Company its servants or Agents;
(c) any variations in the quantities or dimensions of any goods
or changes in their specifications or substitution of any materials
if the variation or substitution does not materially affect the characteristics of the goods and the substituted materials are of a
quality equal or superior to those originally specified.

10. EXTENT LIABILITY
1. The Company shall have no liability to the customer
(other than liability for death or personal injury resulting

13. EXPORTS

2. The provisions of this condition apply to customers
from outside the United Kingdom in addition to the remaining conditions but if any inconsistency arises between this
condition and any others, for customers from outside the
United Kingdom the provisions of this condition shall
prevail.
3. Orders from customers outside the United Kingdom
must be covered by an irrevocable letter of credit to cover
the purchase price and any other additional costs and
charges whatsoever, confirmed by a London clearing Bank
unless other arrangements have been made and agreed
between the Company and the customer in writing.
4. The Company's prices do not include F.O.B. charges
or any delivery charges to docks, airports or otherwise to
the customer's order.
5. Any obligation on the Company to carry or arrange for
the carriage of any goods to any points outside the
Company's premises must be agreed with the Company in
writing, will be entirely at the customer's expense and will
be invoiced to the customer by the Company separately
and at cost price.
6. Insurance is only effected on the customer's specific
instructions and to the customer's specific requirements,
notified to the Company in writing, and entirely at the customer's expense. However, the Company is under no obligation to accept any instructions to effect any Insurance
cover.
7. The notification periods specified in clause 8 shall be
extended in each case by seven days for customers from
outside the United Kingdom.
8. Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Company
before the contract is made it is the responsibility of the
customer to make provision for the delivery of goods outside the Company's premises and to provide all necessary
instructions, documents, licences, consents, authorisations, permissions and insurance required for the acceptance of the goods from the Company on the due date.

HOLLOWARE
S Murray holloware is manufactured from grade 304
(18/4) stainless steel, in accordance with the
specifications of ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 13485:2003.

With a smooth, polished finish as standard, the
S Murray holloware range is easy to clean, durable
and scratch resistant, with excellent hygienic
qualities to help reduce the risk of infection.
Volume conversion table:
1 fl oz = 28.4ml 1 pint = 568ml 1 litre = 1.76pint
Note: capacities shown against items are approximate

Bed Pan
stainless steel, size,

length x width x depth

2268/05

child

305mm x 235mm x 50mm

2268/10

adult

355mm x 290mm x 50mm

2268/50

lid for adult bed pan, 300mm x 165mm

Dressing Jar
stainless steel, diameter x depth
2269/05

90mm

2269/10

102mm x 80mm

2269/15

102mm x 130mm

2269/20

124mm x 130mm

2269/25

124mm x 165mm

2269/25

180mm x 180mm

x 110mm

Forceps Jar
stainless steel, diameter x height
2270/05

65mm

x 100mm

2270/10

82mm

x 125mm

2270/15

105mm x 170mm

HOLLOWARE
Gallipot
stainless steel, capacity,
2273/05
2273/10
2273/15
2273/20

diameter x depth

57ml
114ml
170ml
284ml

65mm
77mm
83mm
95mm

x
x
x
x

35mm
45mm
50mm
55mm

Instrument Tray
stainless steel, length x
2275/05
2275/10
2275/15
2275/20
2275/25
2275/30

230mm
310mm
325mm
320mm
530mm
320mm

x
x
x
x
x
x

width x depth
130mm
196mm
175mm
260mm
320mm
260mm

x
x
x
x
x
x

50mm
50mm
65mm
65mm
65mm
100mm

Instrument Tray Lid
stainless steel, length x
2275/06
2275/11
2275/16
2275/21
2275/26

230mm
310mm
325mm
320mm
530mm

x
x
x
x
x

width
130mm
196mm
175mm
260mm
320mm

Instrument Tray and Lid – Catheter
stainless steel, length x
2276/05
2276/10
2276/15

width

x depth

219mm x 81mm x 35mm
320mm x 95mm x 50mm
440mm x 115mm x 50mm

Jug, Graduated
stainless steel, capacity,
2278/05
2278/10
2278/15

300ml
500ml
1000ml

diameter x

depth

85mm x 110mm
95mm x 125mm
120mm x 135mm

HOLLOWARE
Kidney Dish
stainless steel, length x width x depth
2281/05

172mm x 95mm x 34mm

2281/10

208mm x 96mm x 40mm

2281/15

255mm x 115mm x 45mm

2281/20

310mm x 150mm x 60mm

Lotion Bowl
stainless steel, capacity,
2285/05
2285/10
2285/15
2285/20
2285/25
2285/30

300ml
500ml
1000ml
2000ml
4000ml
7000ml

diameter x
108mm
145mm
174mm
224mm
275mm
328mm

Sputum Mug
stainless steel, diameter x height
2288/05

100mm x 65mm

Thermometer Jar
stainless steel, diameter x height
2291/05

27mm

x 102mm

x
x
x
x
x
x

depth
50mm
55mm
65mm
88mm
110mm
130mm

HOLLOWARE
Urinal – Male, Horizontal
stainless steel, diameter x height
2293/05

110mm x 230mm

Urinal – Female
stainless steel, length x width x depth
2294/05

145mm x 125mm x 216mm

Vomit Bowl and Lid
stainless steel, diameter x height
2295/05

157mm x 50mm

Wash Bowl
stainless steel, capacity,
2296/05
2296/10

4000ml
7000ml

diameter x

depth

305mm x 110mm
355mm x 115mm

INSTRUCTIONS FOR RE-PROCESSING REUSABLE DEVICES
The following instructions are for all reusable medical devices shown in this catalogue, unless stated otherwise with the packaging of the
product. These instructions are intended for use only by persons with the required specialist knowledge and training.

WARNINGS

Cleaning: Inspection

•

Follow instructions and warnings as issued by manufacturers of any
decontaminents, disinfectants and cleaning agents used. Wherever
possible avoid use of mineral acids and harsh, abrasive agents.

•

After cleaning, check all surfaces, cannulations, holes and lumens for
complete removal of soil.

•

•

No part of the process shall exceed 140°C.

If any soil is still visible, return the instrument for repeat
decontamination.

•

Aluminium based products are damaged by high alkaline solutions
(pH >10).

•

Devices with long, narrow cannula, hinges and blind holes require
particular attention during cleaning.

Limitations on Reprocessing

Note: automated cleaning may not be suitable for all lumens and
cannulae, in which case clean manually with an appropriate brush
(and stilette if provided) that reaches the depth of the feature.

Maintenance
•

Apply surgical grade lubrication oil to hinges, joints and moving parts
as per the lubrication oil manufacturer’s instructions.

•

Repeated processing has minimal effect on these instruments.

•

End of life is normally determined by wear and damage in use.

Inspection and Function Testing

•

Any specific limitations on the number of reprocessing cycles shall be
made available with the instrument.

•

Visually inspect and check:- all instruments for damage and wear
- cutting edges are free of nicks and present a continuous edge
- jaws and teeth align correctly
- all articulated instruments have a smooth movement without
excess play
- locking mechanisms (such as ratchets) fasten securely and
close easily
- long, slender instruments are not distorted
- any component parts fit and assemble correctly with mating
components.

•

Remove for repair or replacement any blunt, worn out, flaking,
fractured or damaged instruments.

INSTRUCTIONS
From Point of Use
•

If possible, soiled instruments should be placed in a holding solution
(combined disinfectant / enzyme solution) immediately after use and
prior to cleaning, avoiding the use of bleach-based solutions.
Note: this process is not suitable for aluminium instruments.

Preparation for Decontamination
•

Disassemble where intended by trained staff only, without the use of
tools unless specifically provided by the manufacturer.

•

Reprocess all instruments as soon as it is reasonably practical
following use.

Note: if an instrument is returned to the manufacturer / supplier, the
instrument must be decontaminated and sterilised and be
accompanied with the relevant documented evidence.

Packaging
•

Cleaning: Automated
•

Use only either CE marked or validated washer-disinfector machines
and cleaning agents, following the manufacturers’ instructions for
use, warnings and recommended cycles.*

•

Load instruments carefully, with any box joints and hinges open and
so that any fenestrations in instruments can drain.

•

Place heavy instruments with care in the bottom of containers.

•

Place instruments with concave surfaces (e.g. curettes) facing down to
prevent pooling of water.

Sterilisation
•

Either CE marked or validated vacuum autoclave operating at 134137°C 2.25 bar for a minimum holding time of 3 minutes - always
following the instructions of the machine manufacturer.

•

When sterilising multiple instruments in one autoclave cycle, ensure
that the steriliser manufacturer’s stated maximum load is not
exceeded.

•

Ensure instruments are dry before sterilisation. If the instruments
cannot be dried prior to sterilisation, then use distilled/de-ionised
water in the final-rinse stage of cleaning.

Cleaning: Manual
•

Manual cleaning is not advised if an automatic washer-disinfector is
available. If this equipment is not available, use the following
process: -

Storage
•

One: Using a sink dedicated for instrument cleaning (not used for
hand washing), rinse excess soil from instrument (water temp <35°C).
Two: Keeping the instrument submerged in the water, with a brush,
apply CE marked cleaning solution to all surfaces. Pay particular
attention to serrations, teeth, ratchets and hinges, always brushing
away from the body. Ensure rongeurs and hinged instruments are
thoroughly cleaned in both open and closed positions.
Three: Rinse instruments thoroughly with clean water, so that the
water reaches all parts of the instrument, then carefully hand dry or
use an industrial drying cabinet.
Note: when manual cleaning is used it may not be possible to
disinfect the device prior to further handling.

All instruments to be packed following local protocol in accordance
to BS standards.

Ensure instruments are dry before storage, and stored in dry, clean
conditions at an ambient room temperature and away from direct
sunlight.

Additional Information
•

Other forms of cleaning (ultrasonic, alkaline and neutral) and
sterilisation (Low Temperature Steam, Formaldehyde, Ethyleneoxide
and Gas Plasma) are available. However, always follow the
instructions for use as issued by the manufacturer and always consult
with them if in any doubt over the suitability of any process used.

* Follow cleaning and sterilisation guidelines as per HTM 2010 and
HTM 2030.

It is the responsibility of the reprocessor to ensure that the reprocessing as actually performed using equipment, materials and personnel in the reprocessing
facility achieve the desired result. This requires validation and routine monitoring of the process. Likewise any deviation by the reprocessor from the
instructions provided must be properly evaluated for effectiveness and potential adverse consequences.
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